The fidelity of depth seismic imaging depends on the accuracy of the velocity models used for wave-7 field reconstruction. Models can be decomposed in two components corresponding to large scale 8 and small scale variations. In practice, the large scale velocity model component can be estimated 9 with high accuracy using repeated migration/tomography cycles, but the small scale component 10 cannot. Therefore, wavefield reconstruction does not completely describe the recorded data and 11 migrated images are perturbed by artifacts.
INTRODUCTION
In real imaging projects, the actual velocity medium is not known in detail, therefore the known 136 velocity model represents a smooth version of the real model. This smooth model does not in-137 corporate rapid variations of the velocity at scales comparable with or smaller than the seismic 138 wavelength. In this paper, we represent the real model with random variations by symbol v (x, y, z), 139 and the approximate (possibly smooth) model by symbol v 0 (x, y, z).
140
When reconstructing wavefields in seismic imaging, we compute Green's functions connecting 141 points on the acquisition surface with image points in the subsurface. We use the symbol G 0 to 142 denote Green's functions computed in the approximate medium of velocity v 0 , in contrast with the 143 symbol G which denotes Green's functions representing wave propagation in the real medium of 144 velocity v.
145
Using these notations and assuming an impulsive source function, the source wavefield recon- 
Conventional imaging condition

151
The conventional way of implementing the imaging condition for wave-equation migration involves 152 cross-correlation of the source and receiver wavefields, often referred to as the UD imaging con-153 dition (Claerbout, 1985) , where D and U stand for downward and upward propagating wavefields.
154
The image R is evaluated using the relation 
throughout the medium. Maximum energy at zero temporal cross-correlation lag, computed by
The assumption made in this model is that the Green's functions used for reconstruction are 164 accurate representations of the Green's functions describing wave propagation in the real medium.
165
However, for the case of media with random velocity fluctuations, v 0 is a smooth velocity approx-
166
imating v. Thus, although the general kinematics of wave propagation are accurately described by 167 v 0 , the velocity fluctuations induce perturbations of the wavefield leading to imaging artifacts.
168
For illustration of those imaging artifacts, consider the numerical modeling in figures 3(a)-3(f). 
208
When constructing an imaging functional, the emulated source wavefield reconstructed with the 209 help of the smooth velocity v 0 contains no random fluctuations, and thus requires no stabilization.
210
All random fluctuations are contained through the recorded data to the receiver wavefield. The latter 211 then requires averaging using interferograms localized in space and time, but the former does not.
212
The modified imaging functional takes the form
where x h represents a 2D summation variable on the acquisition surface. For seismic experiments 214 without an active source (exploding reflector experiments), the equivalent imaging functional is
The relation
located to the image location y m , and the relation
represents data at position x m + x h relocated to the image location y m using Green's functions com-218 puted in the smooth medium. Cross-correlation occurs at image location y m and the propagation 219 geometry from the acquisition surface is schematically depicted in figure 1( at the image locations from data reconstructed from all points on the acquisition surface.
224
Interferometric imaging condition (IIC)
225
We can also approach the coherent imaging problem in an alternative way: rather than correlating 226 data on the acquisition surface, we can reconstruct wavefields at all locations in the imaging volume 227 from all locations on the acquisition surface and suppress the random fluctuations in the wavefield 228 by local cross-correlations in small windows around the image point.
229
Image-space processing as an alternative to data-space processing has been employed in other 
234
For coherent imaging after extrapolation, we can define another decoherence length around an 235 image point Y , which is analogous to the decoherence length defined on the acquisition surface 236 X. The imaging functional corresponding to this case can be written analogously to the one in 237 equation (3) as
where y h represents a 3D summation variable around the image point. For seismic experiments 239 without an active source (exploding reflector experiment), the equivalent imaging functional is
the image location y m − y h , and the relation P (
data at position x m relocated to the image location y m + y h . Cross-correlation occurs around image 243 location y m and the propagation geometry from the acquisition surface is schematically depicted in 244 figure 1(c).
245
The imaging procedure described by equation (5) exploits two main ideas:
246
• The first idea is that of extended imaging conditions (Rickett and Sava, 2002; Sava and Fomel, 247 2006) where multiple space and time lags of the source-receiver wavefield cross-correlation 248 are evaluated. In particular, y h is interpreted as a 3D spatial lag of the cross-correlation 249 between the reconstructed source and receiver wavefields. This lag can be used for decom-
250
position of images function of scattering angles (Sava and Fomel, 2003; Fomel, 2004; Biondi 251 and Symes, 2004; Sava and Fomel, 2005) . Here, we use y h as a summation variable during 252 averaging around image locations.
253
• The second idea is that we can achieve statistical stability in random media by space and time 
267
Using the interferometric imaging functional defined in equation (5) artifacts surrounding the 3 diffractors despite the fact that imaging was performed using a smooth 272 approximation of the random medium.
cancellation both on the acquisition surface and around the image points. In this case, imaging is 275 performed using a relation like
For seismic experiments without an active source (exploding reflector experiment), the equivalent 277 imaging functional is
relocated to the image location y m −y h , and the relation
represents data at position x m + x h relocated to the image location y m + y h .
281
Comparison of imaging functionals
282
At first glance, the imaging functionals (3) and (5) look similar in shape and imaging properties.
283
However, from a practical point of view, the two imaging functionals are fundamentally different: functional, the wavefields subject to cross-correlation are
struct wavefields at all image locations y m for every receiver location on the acquisition sur- to the acoustic wave-equation), which is an impractical operation in complex media.
292
• Imaging functional (5) achieves statistical stability by cross-correlating and averaging wave-293 fields parametrized function of the image location. In this functional, the wavefields subject to 294 cross-correlation are
This operation requires that we reconstruct wavefields at all image locations y m for all receiver 
319
• Seismic spatial wavelength λ = 20 m.
320
• Wavelet central frequency ω = 150 Hz.
321
• Background velocity: v 0 = 3000 + k z m/s (k = 1s −1 ).
322
• Random fluctuations parameters: r a = 8, r c = 8, α = 2.
323
• Random noise magnitude σ between 0% and 80%.
324
This numeric experiment simulates a situation that mixes the theoretical regimes explained in Ap- analysis falls outside the scope of this paper and remains subject for future investigation.
341
IMAGING EXAMPLES
There are many potential applications for this interferometric imaging functional. The application 342 we concentrate on in this paper refers to imaging complex stratigraphy through a medium char- 
349
For all our examples, we extrapolate wavefields using time-domain finite-differences both for 350 modeling and for migration. Thus, we simulate a reverse-time imaging procedure, although the the-
351
oretical results derived in this paper apply equally well to other wavefield reconstruction techniques,
where the parameter m characterizes the type of random fluctuations present in the velocity model,
474
and σ denotes their strength.
475
Consider the covariance orientation vectors
defining a coordinate system of arbitrary orientation in space. Let r a , r b , r c > 0 be the covariance 477 range parameters in the directions of a,b and c, respectively.
478
We define a covariance function
where α ∈ [0, 2] is a distribution shape parameter and
is the distance from a point at coordinates r = (x, y, z) to the origin in the coordinate system defined 481 by {r a a, r b b, r c c}.
where k x , k y , k z are wavenumbers associated with the spatial coordinates x, y, z, respectively. Here, -9) are Fourier transforms of the covariance function cov and the noise n, -11) and the noise strength is assumed small 500 σ 1 . (A-12) • The diffusion approximation regime characterized by waves with wavelength much larger than The imaging functional (5) can be implemented in the frequency-domain or in the time-domain.
509
However, the time-domain implementation is not an exact equivalent of the frequency-domain im-
510
plementation, but an analog implementation, as explained in this appendix.
511
Consider the imaging functional (5) and restrict the analysis to the space variables y h :
Expression (B-1) can be written equivalently as:
where U S (, ) represents the source wavefield and U R (, ) represents the receiver wavefield recon-514 structed at various image locations, y m − y h or y m + y h .
515
If we introduce the notation U (, ) = U S (, ) U R (, ), then we can write equation (B-2) as
where the overline denotes cross-correlation of the wavefields U (, ) at coordinates y m − y h and 517 y m + y h .
518
The average cross-correlation of U (y m − y h , ω m ) and U (y m + y h , ω m ) can be written in the time B-4) therefore, the zero cross-correlation time lag imaging condition in the time domain can be written
We can also achieve higher stability by local time averaging in windows of size T : -GEO-2006-0418 
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